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NY Times best-offering author Iyanla Vanzant recounts the last decade of her existence and the
spiritual lessons learned—s 15 a few months of illness and loss of life on Christmas time.from the
price tag on success during her meteoric rise as a TV celebrity on Oprah, the Iyanla TV show
(produced by Barbara Walters), to the dissolution of her relationship and her daughter’ Such as a
phoenix rising from the ashes, Iyanla shares why everything we have to learn is definitely
reflected in our interactions and the power and wisdom she has gained by supporting others
within their journeys to create sense out from the puzzle bits of their lives.
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I've enjoyed viewing her show Ms. I am really at a point of looking for my Peace from Damaged
Pieces. I've enjoyed watching her show, Fix MY ENTIRE LIFE on OWN Television. And now after
reading her publication, I am getting insight on the woman, she is usually.. Vanzant is a very
inspirational woman. I Praise Ms. Vanzant for her courage, her strength and her gift to talk about
and heal others, by initial, finding, accepting and healing herself. I discover her to be really good
at what she will but this book left me confused.! This book is powerful She speaks if you ask me
each and every time! When I end this book, I intend to invest and focus my self with the 21 Times
of Forgiveness. For instance, she is raising her grandson Oluwa, yet no description is provided as
to why. I must admit that I was reluctant to read it, as I learned of it via somebody I don't keep in
high regard. However, one day I was in distress and didn't desire to read the books I experienced
with me. If you are ready to take the trip towards breaking the chains, so to speak, and wanting
to discover your true self worth I strongly suggest this book.!.I nearly missed it. Out of a wee
little bit of boredom I begun to go through it and couldn't put it down. The very next morning, I
purchased my very own copy. Recently, I purchased a copy for my sister. The minute you got a
check with 6 zero's onto it, you should have known to get in touch with an accountant to figure
out the IRS's cut. I am conflicted! First i want to say that I like Iyanla a LOT and I under no
circumstances used to. When she was on Oprah, I switched the channel. What a Powerful Girl of
GOD. I've respect for Ms. I really need to release and let go God. I sensed that at every fork in the
street, Iylana made very poor decisions....and the daughter searching for airy fairy treatments to
attend to a serious cancer ahead of trusting solid technology, had me personally reeling. I desire
Iyanla would have spent way more time on how her life is NOW, having gone through her bad
experiences and what she DID to attain what is apparently a happy life regardless of it all. I'd not
dissuade anyone from reading this book because it really is fairly great, but I experienced like I
needed so much more from Iyanla and I believe she offers it to provide. I subscribe to the daily
text messages from Inner Visions plus they are generally terrific.I wish Oprah would give her a
show on her behalf OWN network because I believe Iyanla includes a great message today.
Vanzant the very best as that's what everyone deserves. Certainly worth the read. I became
thinking about reading Iyanla's reserve after her appearance on the Oprah display earlier this
season. I had hardly ever read some of Ms. It was inspirational. If you are interested plenty of to
read reviews, I say get the book and read it, whatever your opinion I don't believe you will
experience you wasted your time. Her own personal failures do not take away from what she
experienced to give and the lessons she could show. I became curious as to what type of
teachings do she share with other people. How can a woman who gave her body therefore freely
looking for like tell another person what they need to do.Today, the book itself did seem to jump
everywhere, but I missed this too distracting.! So claiming ignorance is simply not suitable. Or do
she? It's one thing to watch her display and another to read her books Vanzant, because as
everybody knows it's easier to understand what others should do to completely clean up their
mess than it really is for us to apply those same principles to clean up ours. Excellent I as very
happy to read the story of 1 of the very most influential women I know. Iyanla helped thousands
of people who have her books, lectures, classes, and television appearances. She researched her
topics and delivered suggestions and spiritual principles that she believed one should live by to
create a relationship work.As I go through this book, I began to question why anyone would take
information from this female. How can a female who consistently placed males before her
children give someone suggestions on how to sustain a romantic relationship. However, there
were many gaps in the tale that left me wondering. I'm uncertain if she left particular things out
to protect the personal privacy of the people involved, but in any case there were gaps. I



wholeheartedly enjoyed scanning this book. I believe she should have provided greater detail
about her relationship or lack thereof with her other children. She mentions her child Gemmia
on just about every other page, however her kids Damon and Nisa hardly get honorable
mentions. Damon and Nisa just pop up in the book your day Gemmia died, there is no mention
of them for many chapters. I simply feel just like if you're going to tell the story, tell the story, the
gaps were distracting because I found myself wondering in what wasn't said.However the
message at the core of the book was about pathologies, and how they are passed down through
generations. She resided a life identical to her mom although her mother died when she was just
3 years old. Underneath line to me is regardless of your pathology, you need to know that no guy
comes before your children, you were not pathologically destined to become that way, that's
who you thought we would be, because you understood the decision you were making when you
made it. Iyanla speaks frequently about conversations with God, voices talking with her, and
several other spiritual encounters. I'm uncertain I believe all this, but it isn't for me to believe, it
is her truth. And her daughters had endured some of the same issues she experienced. I hate
the fact that Iyanla acted as though paying taxes was a thing that no normal Joe would know.
With the amount of education that she's, I find it downright insulting that she functions as if
having to pay taxes on the money you earn was some new age idea. You cannot color yourself as
an intelligent, well studied woman one minute and an ignorant dark girl the next; that's
unacceptable. I'm wanting to hear her review of the reserve. Vanzant might have been a good
mouth area hustler, she made people think that she was something that she was not really.All in
all, I did just like the reserve, it took me on the subject of 3 days to learn just because of period
constraints in any other case it wouldn't have taken as long. It was an interesting read and would
be great for a book golf club discussion, because many people are sure to have different and
strong views of Ms. Vanzant and issues that she discusses after reading this publication. For
starters, it is strictly autobiographical. Cried , laughed and learned a whole lot. Although I don't
respect decisions she's made in her personal existence and the way the book virtually ignores
her other two children and evidently 6 grandchildren; her decisions are not mine to judge and
just because someone is not practicing what they preach doesn't mean you shouldn't pay
attention to the sermon. Her phrases may still invoke positive modification within you and in the
end that is what counts. I wish Ms. Interesting. Excellent This book has given me strength to pick
up my broken pieces and progress. That's great because her story Is quite interesting but what it
does is illustrate how Never to get through what you are going through.! Uplifting story!.
Empowering This book is for all women who think and/or feel they are unworthy. Who was
raised in homes where these were abused. Who got female role models where males’s needs
were place above their personal. I looked at the books on my mother-in-law's bookshelf and
found Peace From Broken Items" at the very top. Vanzant's books but I was thinking about her
story after that appearance. Amazing! Couldn't put it down.!! Great story! This book taught me
that also amid the storm, there continues to be work to be achieved. I was lost and experienced
that Ms.! This book is a treasure for all time! Many thanks, Iyanla Vanzant!!. That is a full time
income document of authentic like and experiences. Its is an eye opener scanning this book.
Vanzant mainly because a professional. I really like the book and I'll recommend to anyone and
occasionally understanding our patterns in life comes from knowing our previous and us history.
The fact of the matter is whether Iyanla was living what she was preaching or not, it does not
take away from her message.! You can still inspire and lift others up. It’s the way we complete
the tuff times. Great book! I If you value Iyanla you will like this reserve. As I continued reading, I
recognized that I was being judgmental towards Ms.
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